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Copper, iron and zinc are nutritionally essential trace minerals that confer vital biological roles including the maintenance of cell structure and integrity, regulation of metabolism, immune function, oxygen transport, and muscle and central nervous system function. Dietary Reference Intakes (DRIs) for these minerals are useful for the general population, but these guidelines may be inadequate for some populations (e.g., soldiers, athletes) who experience copious sweating due to high physical activity levels and/or frequent exposure to extreme environmental conditions. The trace mineral content of sweat may predispose these populations to subclinical/clinical nutritional deficiencies. Studies on sweat trace mineral losses report highly variable results. Much of the variability may be methodological. Non-standardization of collection techniques, collection sites (local versus whole body), and numerous other variables cloud definitive conclusions on sweat trace mineral losses. The objectives of this manuscript are to 1) review the literature on sweat copper, iron, and zinc losses, 2) present the potential sources of variability, 3) interpret findings in relation to nutritional needs, and 4) identify directions for future research.
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INTRODUCTION

Regular heavy sweating from routine physical activity in hot environments may affect sweat losses of trace minerals. Over the past 50 years, trace mineral losses in sweat have been measured under a variety of conditions; however, the findings have been highly variable among studies, even under similar conditions. Variable results may be explained by a number of factors including: 1) trace mineral contamination, 2) differences among sweat collection methods and body sites, 3) the duration of the sweat collection period, and 4) the impact of physical activity and/or the environment on sweating rate. Since sweat mineral concentrations differ when comparing sweat induction techniques like pilocarpine iontophoresis and thermally-induced sweating [1], this review will focus specifically on studies using heat exposure, exercise, or the combination of exercise-heat stress to stimulate sweating. Lastly, the sweat trace mineral concentrations and losses reported in this review do not distinguish between apocrine, eccrine or cutaneous sweat glands. No published data exist that compare the sweat trace mineral content between the different sweat glands. However, in vitro studies [2] suggest that sweat sodium concentration appears to be higher in apocrine and apocrine sweat glands versus eccrine sweat glands with sweat rate being highest in apocrine sweat glands.

SWEAT TRACE MINERAL LOSSES

Copper

Copper is involved with glucose, cholesterol, and iron metabolism, cardiovascular system structure and function, immune system and oxidative defense function, and the biosynthesis of neuropeptides [3,4]. A main function of copper is activation of the enzyme ceruloplasmin which is required for iron binding to the serum transport protein transferrin. The mechanism by which copper is translocated to the surface and released in sweat is not known. To date, most research studies examining sweat copper concentrations have used a resting heat exposure paradigm. One of the earliest studies reported sweat copper concentrations of 0.058 mg/L over selected areas of the body in subjects exposed to hot, humid conditions [5]. Similar mean±SD values ranging from 0.027±0.013 - 0.12±0.10 mg/L have been reported in sweat from the arm [6,7], but other studies measuring arm sweat copper concentrations report either much higher (0.33±0.16 - 1.48±0.61 mg/L) [1,8] or lower (<0.006 mg/d) [9] values. When comparing local arm to whole body sweat copper concentration or losses, it is generally concluded [5,8] that the two are not reliably correlated.

Few studies have measured sweat copper concentrations during physical activity. Anoma et al. [10] examined local sweat copper concentrations from various body regions during exercise in a temperate environment. Their findings of 0.89±0.63 mg/L (abdomen), 0.73±0.74 mg/L (chest), 0.56±0.43 mg/L (back), and 0.52±0.48 mg/L (arm) demonstrate the variability in sweat copper concentrations at different sites of the body. Omokhodion and Howard [11] later found arm sweat copper concentrations (0.49±0.19 mg/L) similar to those observed by Anoma et al. [9] in exercising men. Saraymen et al. [12,13] reported arm sweat copper concentration values of 0.38±0.05 and 0.29±0.03 mg/L in boxers and wrestlers, respectively, following 30 min of exercise in a temperate environment. These values are also similar to those reported by some [1,8], but not all [5,6,7] resting heat exposure experiments measuring arm sweat copper concentrations.

Whether heat or exercise is used to stimulate sweating, there is wide variability in reported sweat copper concentrations and losses. This might be attributable to large inter-individual variability, different study designs, or collection methodologies. In addition, no study has demonstrated a reliable relationship between local sweat copper concentration and whole body copper concentration or losses.

Iron

Iron is responsible for binding oxygen in hemoglobin, transporting electrons within cells, and is vitally integrated within various enzyme systems [14,15]. Perhaps the best known function of iron is through its incorporation into heme-containing proteins, including hemoglobin for oxygen transport and myoglobin for muscle storage of oxygen. Iron is transported in the blood as transferrin, which binds to receptors on peripheral cells. The mechanism by which iron translocates from the plasma to the sweat gland is currently unknown. The few studies that have measured sweat iron concentration during resting heat exposure report variable findings [7,16,17]. Vellar [16] found the whole body iron concentration of cell-rich sweat to be 0.41±0.13 mg/L and the cell-free iron content to be 0.30±0.09 mg/L during a 60 minute sauna bath. Brunet et al. [17] later reported lower whole body sweat iron concentration values of 0.02±0.01 mg/L and 0.05±0.02 mg/L in cell-free and cell-rich sweat, respectively, using a similar sauna exposure. Hoshi et al. [7] compared whole body sweat to arm
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Zinc

Zinc is known to be essential for the function of over 300 proteins that synthesize or degrade lipids, carbohydrates, proteins, nucleic acids, and the metabolism of other micronutrients. Whole body zinc retention is estimated to be 2-3 grams with 85-90% of the zinc retained in skeletal muscle and bone. Circulating zinc represents about 0.1% of whole body zinc, mostly bound to albumin and amino acids (~60%), with the other 40% bound to β2-microglobulin [23]. The physiological stimuli that release circulating bound zinc into the sweat gland is currently not known. During heat exposure at rest, sweat zinc concentration from the torso appears substantial (41.2 mg/L) [24]. Conversely, mean sweat zinc concentration sampled from the arms of a large, healthy adult cohort (n = 48) was much lower in males (0.50±0.48 mg/L) and females (1.20±0.70 mg/L) at rest in the heat [8].

Exercise in warm environmental conditions appears to lower zinc sweat concentration compared to exercise in cooler environments [18]. Tipton et al. [18] reported significantly higher arm sweat zinc concentrations after 60 min of exercise (cycle ergometry) in a temperate (0.87±0.87 mg/L) versus a hot (0.52±0.41 mg/L) environment. Similar to the decline observed in sweat iron over time during exercise, when the values for men and women were collapsed, sweat zinc concentrations decreased by ~58% during the second half of exercise in both environments, suggesting that exercise duration may impact sweat zinc concentration. A more recent study [22] observed a similar trend of declining arm sweat zinc concentration over the duration of exercise during 2 hours of cycle ergometry in a temperate environment (Fig. 1). Arm sweat zinc concentrations were 0.90 mg/L and 0.56 mg/L during the first and second hour of exercise, respectively. A possible explanation for the zinc concentration differences between the two different environments is that the higher sweating rates dilute these losses and lower their concentration in sweat. This explanation is supported by evidence that the calculated total sweat zinc losses (mg/L x total L) were similar between the warm and cooler environments [18]. However, the sweating rates were not significantly higher at 120 min versus 60 min of exercise as measured by Deruisea et al. [22], suggesting that some other mechanism, possibly trace mineral conservation, may explain the decline in sweat zinc concentration over time. In concurrence with the observations made by Tipton et al. [18] and Deruisea et al. [22], we have also observed a 42-45% decline in the sweat zinc concentration during 7-h of prolonged exercise-heat stress (unpublished observations).

POTENTIAL SOURCES OF SWEAT MINERAL VARIABILITY

Early studies of trace mineral concentrations and losses in sweat demonstrate considerable variability in reported concentrations for each mineral. It appears that the sweating rate induced by different environments or exercise affects sweat mineral concentrations. Thermoregulatory sweating increases proportionately with the total thermal load [25], and experiments that incorporate both temperate and hot environments all show differences in the sweating rates and sweat trace mineral concentrations [18,20]. Furthermore, studies that made multiple comparisons of sweat trace mineral concentrations during heat exposure or exercise demonstrated lower sweat trace mineral concentrations over time despite fairly constant sweating rates over the same period [18,22].

Heat acclimation, which requires up to 10-14 days of daily heat exposure for optimal cardiovascular and thermoregulatory adaptations to hot environments [26], may also affect trace mineral concentrations and losses in sweat. Heat acclimation increases sweating rate and reduces sodium concentration [27]. Despite the limited availability of sweat trace mineral data in heat-acclimatized subjects, it appears that heat acclimation reduces sweat trace mineral content. The effects of 16 days of heat acclimation in 3
male subjects on sweat copper, iron and zinc losses have been studied [28,29]. The trace mineral losses were quantified from arm sweat following 7.5 hours of daily heat exposure. Arm sweat copper losses declined from 1.94 mg on days 5-8 to 1.04 mg during days 13-16 [28]. Sweat copper losses were not reported for days 1-4 of heat acclimation. An 83% decline (13.7 mg to 2.18 mg) was observed in sweat zinc losses from the arm in these 3 male subjects during the first few days after which the sweat zinc losses stabilized [28]. Consolazio et al. [29] reported mean arm sweat iron concentration values of 0.36 mg/L during the first 12 days, which declined to 0.25 mg/L during the final 4 days. Because of the limited number of subjects used and no statistical comparisons made in these studies [28,29], deriving a conclusion about the effects of heat acclimation on sweat trace mineral concentration or losses is difficult. However, sweating rates appear to be higher and some trace mineral concentrations lower during exercise performed in the summer as compared to the winter season [30]. In addition, preliminary data from our laboratory from six males after a ten-day exercise-heat acclimation program concur with the earlier work by Consolazio et al. [28]. We observed a 3-fold decrease in arm sweat zinc concentration with only a ~16% higher sweating rate on day 10 versus day 1 of heat acclimation (unpublished observations). Arm sweat from these same subjects showed no changes in sweat copper concentration or losses during the 10 days of heat acclimation. Whether or not these adaptations are the result of sweat dilution or trace mineral conservation requires additional study.

Many studies measuring trace minerals in sweat have attempted to correlate dietary intake of trace minerals to sweat concentrations or losses. However, no clear relationship between dietary trace mineral intake and sweat trace mineral concentrations or losses has been found [9,18,21,22,31]. Generally, no relationship between serum and sweat trace mineral concentrations or losses has been demonstrated [16,19,20,32], although it appears that that sweat mineral concentrations or losses may be related to whole body retention [32,33].

Sweat concentrations of trace minerals vary widely among collection sites (e.g., [10]). Most of the studies that have measured sweat trace mineral concentrations have collected sweat from various local body sites (e.g., back, arm). However, not only does sweat collected locally show considerable variability in trace mineral concentrations among regional body sites [10], regional trace mineral concentrations do not correlate with whole body sweat trace mineral concentrations and losses [6,34]. These observations between regional and whole body sweat have also been made for macrominerals [35], and some electrolytes [36,37]. For example, Cohn and Emmett [34] reported arm-bag sweat copper, iron, and zinc concentration values that were at least 2-fold higher as compared with whole-body sweat concentration values for these minerals. Jacob et al. [6] later attempted to correlate the trace mineral concentration of arm sweat collected using polyethylene arm bags to whole body sweat mineral losses. The trace mineral concentration of each arm resulted in a dramatic overestimation of whole body losses as compared to measured whole body losses, making it impossible to correlate trace mineral concentrations of arm sweat with whole body sweat losses. Further, the observed sweat zinc concentrations were highly variable between the right and left arm, suggesting variability or error in the collection technique. Arucuma et al. [10] also demonstrated variability in sweat copper, iron, and zinc concentrations simultaneously measured from different body regions during exercise in a temperate environment (Fig. 2). They observed sweat copper to range from 0.52 mg/L to 0.89 mg/L from four different sites. In addition, the authors reported variable sweat iron concentration values of 0.49±0.39 and 0.50±0.60 mg/L from the abdomen and chest and 0.28±0.14 mg/L and 0.20±0.18 mg/L from the arm and back, respectively. Lastly, Arucuma et al. [10] found sweat zinc concentration from the abdomen to be twice that of the back, arm, and chest (0.83±0.85 mg/L versus 0.48±0.56 mg/L, 0.44±0.48 mg/L, and 0.42±0.52 mg/L, respectively). One possible explanation for these regional variations in sweat trace mineral concentrations might be variations in the sweating rates at different body sites [38] and/or different evaporative rates at different body sites [39]. Therefore, it is plausible that there is a dilutive effect of sweat trace minerals at body sites with higher sweating rates or lower evaporative rates.

![Fig. 2](image-url) Variations of sweat copper, iron, and zinc from different body sites during 30-40 min of exercise in a temperate environment. Data from Arucuma et al. [10].

It is important for researchers to consider the barriers associated with collecting uncontaminated sweat samples for accurate trace mineral analyses. These issues specifically relate to the introduction of external sources of trace mineral contamination of samples, sweat evaporation, sample leakage during collection, and obtaining sufficient volume for trace mineral analyses. Some of the earliest studies presented in this review reported high sweat trace mineral concentrations that were probably due to analytical interference or external contamination [8,24]. In addition, if the trace mineral content of cell-free sweat is of particular interest, then caution is warranted for sufficient skin site preparation to avoid epidermal trace mineral contamination. This is especially true when attempting to collect sweat for cell-free iron measurement; however, even the most thorough skin preparation may still not completely eliminate sweat gland duct-containing iron [17].

The evaporation of sweat, especially during whole-body sweat collection, is another potential problem that must be avoided in order to obtain accurate measurements of trace minerals in sweat since sweat evaporation increases the apparent concentration of dissolved mineral. The use of local sweat collection methods [37,40,41] reduces the probability of evaporation, but increases the likelihood of reduced sweating efficiency and hydrominosis [37,42,43], which could lead to increased sweat trace mineral concentrations. However, the potential for this limitation can be minimized by employing sweat collection periods of <60 minutes [43]. Local measures of sweat mineral concentrations and losses are also poorly correlated with whole body sweat mineral losses [6,44]. The methodological limitations of using whole body washdown techniques or similar methods have been well described [45,46]. Clever modifications to the whole body washdown technique have been proposed [46], but this method is complicated by the need for non-metal exercise equipment inside the plastic frame if trace minerals are of interest.
EFFECT OF SWEAT TRACE MINERAL LOSSES ON NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Because of the widely variable sweat trace mineral data reported among studies discussed in the previous sections, there currently remains an important, unanswered question: Might sweat losses of trace minerals affect human requirements for the trace minerals? The Dietary Reference Intakes (DRI) are based on meeting the needs of normally active and healthy people [47]. However, nutrient needs of Soldiers [48], and those of athletes and workers exposed regularly to hot environments might be affected. It has been demonstrated that soldiers develop micronutrient deficiency disorders (namely iron) and that consumption of extra calories does not occur or is not effective in preventing micronutrient deficiency [49]. Further, it is unknown if substantial losses of trace mineral in sweat would impact whole body trace mineral retention or trace mineral absorption. Previous studies have shown absorption to be affected by dietary intake or whole body status for copper, iron, and zinc [50,51,52].

Copper

It is not known if the current dietary copper requirement for adults (0.90 mg/day) is adequate to replace sweat copper losses incurred through regular daily sweating; however, a few studies have shown that sweat copper losses may impact the dietary copper requirement in men [6,7,28]. Jacob et al. [6], suggested that whole body sweat copper losses in subjects under close supervision contributed 25-30% to the Recommended Dietary Allowance (1981 RDA = 1.2 mg/day). By the current RDI for copper (0.90 mg/day), the losses reported by Jacob et al. [6] would contribute 35-40% to the dietary copper requirement. Other studies, such as that conducted by Hoshi et al. [7], suggest that the whole body copper sweat losses under these conditions (30 min saunas) add only ~4% (0.039 mg copper) to the dietary copper requirement. Although continuous exposure to similar conditions and sweating rates imposed by Hoshi et al. [7] are highly unlikely for the general population, they are reasonable for Soldiers, athletes, and workers who are regularly exposed to arid climates. Losses incurred under such extreme conditions would increase the dietary copper requirement by 2-3 fold. Recall that Consolazio et al. [28] reported sweat copper losses from the arm of 1.04 mg during 7.5 hours of heat exposure during the final days of a heat accclimation program. These findings increase the dietary copper requirement by 100% and fall somewhat in line with results from Hoshi et al. [7].

Iron

It seems plausible that substantial losses of iron through heavy sweating together with inadequate dietary iron intake could have an important impact on a number of biological processes, including human performance; however, iron losses in sweat do not appear to affect the dietary iron requirement, especially when one considers the contribution of cellular iron loss. Green et al. [53] originally estimated dermal iron loss to be 0.24 mg/day in sedentary males and females. Vellar [16] studied whole body sweat iron losses in males during 1 hour of heat exposure and reported cell-free and cell-rich sweat iron losses of 0.38±0.14 mg/hr and 0.53±0.21 mg/hr with sweating rates of 1.25 L/hr. These results suggest that iron losses in sweat under continuous exposure to these conditions could potentially increase the dietary iron requirement by over 100% in males. In contrast, Wheeler et al. [21] reported whole body sweat iron loss to be ~4% (0.32 to 0.38 mg/day) of the dietary iron requirement for males under the conditions of their study — habitual activity with 2 hours of exercise/day in a warm environment. Results reported by Jacob et al. [6] concur with the whole body sweat iron losses observed by Wheeler et al. [21], where the authors found that whole body sweat iron losses might increase by 4% the dietary iron requirement for males. Brune et al. [17] found mean steady-state iron losses in whole body cell-free sweat to be 0.02±0.01 mg/L with a mean sweating rate of 1.16 L/hr while subjects bathed in a sauna for 30 minutes. Under these conditions, calculations suggest that whole body sweat iron losses would increase the dietary iron requirement for men by ~1%.

Similar to zinc, the duration of physical activity and heat exposure need to be considered when estimating whole body sweat iron losses. Lamour et al. [54] measured arm sweat iron losses in male and female runners during ~40 minutes of hot outdoor exercise. The arm sweat iron concentrations were significantly greater in the female runners (0.42±0.02 mg/L) versus the male runners (0.18±0.01 mg/L), but the calculated whole body sweat iron losses did not differ between the males and females. Consequently, the authors suggested that female athletes who perform 1 hour of daily exercise may need to increase their dietary intake of iron. Waller and Haymes [20] observed a 30-40% decrease in the estimated sweat iron losses from 30 to 60 minutes of exercise in male and female subjects. Consequently, the combined 3 treatment conditions (heat-rest, heat-exercise, thermoneutral-exercise) resulted in an estimated whole body sweat iron loss of about twice that for males as compared to the females. Similarly, DeRuisseau et al. [22] found a ~50% decrease in both male and female mean arm sweat iron concentration during 2 hours of steady-state exercise in a thermoneutral environment. The authors estimated that the sweat iron losses over the 2-hour exercise period contributed to ~3% for the males and ~1% for the females of the dietary iron intake requirement. Finally, limited evidence suggests that chronic heat exposure may reduce sweat iron concentrations [29] which could potentially affect sweat iron losses. There is still much research required under a variety of environmental conditions and physical activity levels in order to accurately determine if sweat iron losses contribute significantly to the dietary iron requirement for males and females.

Zinc

The zinc losses in sweat may increase the dietary zinc requirement. Jacob et al. [6] measured whole body sweat zinc losses to be 0.50±0.38 mg/day. These losses contribute ~5% to the dietary zinc requirement of 11 mg/day in men. However, the losses reported by Jacob et al. [6] occurred in temperate environmental conditions with no reported physical activity levels. In the Hoshi et al. [7] study, volunteers had whole body sweat zinc concentrations of 0.37±0.38 mg/L with sweating rates of 1.1 L/hr which, during continuous exposure under the conditions of their study, would result in nearly a 100% increase in the dietary zinc requirement. Again, while exposure to similar extreme conditions are unlikely for the general population, they are reasonable for Soldiers, athletes and workers frequently exposed to hot conditions.

However, as demonstrated by DeRuisseau et al. [22], who observed declining sweat zinc concentrations over 2 hours of exercise in a temperate environment, it is unlikely that sweat zinc concentrations would remain constant over time in situations where physical activity/sweating is maintained for an extended duration. The authors reported that the experimental conditions in their study, (2 hours moderate exercise in thermoneutral conditions), would impose a dietary requirement increase for zinc by 8-9% for men and women. During the heat accclimation program study by Consolazio et al. [28], heat acclimation reduced the arm sweat zinc losses from 13.7 mg/day to ~2.25 mg/day. Therefore, in situations of increased acute physical activity levels and/or chronic heat exposure, the dietary zinc requirement may need to be increased, but an overestimate of the dietary zinc requirement is possible without consideration of the effect on sweat zinc losses from these two conditions. Additional studies examining sweat zinc losses over longer durations with increased physical activity and heat exposure are necessary to accurately determine the need of dietary zinc requirements in these situations.
SUMMARY

Copper, iron, and zinc are nutritionally essential trace elements that are required for numerous biological functions. Excessive losses of these trace minerals through sweat may affect their nutritional requirement. Data presented in this review suggest that the dietary requirements for copper and zinc, but not iron, may be affected by their losses in sweat under certain environmental conditions. However, variability between studies due to differences in analytical methods, collection sites, and environmental controls makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions on the impact of sweating on trace mineral losses. Future studies should focus on minimizing experimental error through the use of carefully controlled environmental conditions, the choice of appropriate local collection sites, and the use of modernized analytical equipment. Whole body sweat collection is the preferred method in determining accurate trace mineral concentrations and losses. However, whole body sweat collection is impractical and modified methods may not be well suited for trace mineral analysis. It therefore seems desirable to establish a corollary of local trace mineral sweat concentrations with whole body trace mineral sweat concentrations and/or losses. Lastly, studies should focus on determining the effect of habitual sweating, prolonged physical activity, and heat acclimation on sweat trace mineral concentrations and losses, as individuals exposed to these types of activities could be most prone to clinical or subclinical nutritional deficiencies due to increased sweat losses.
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